Examining Genetic Algorithms as an effective Computational tool in Education-Domain
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Abstract—This paper employs Genetic algorithms (GA's) for the enhancement of computational capabilities to achieve reduction in time complexities. These algorithms can be applied on diverse problems related to different fields like Civil Engineering, Bio Informatics, Bio Technology, Basic Sciences etc. Solution is evident and already provided by the nature; but how to look for it, depends upon individual. So, learning inspired from natural phenomenon can help in improving quality of higher education. Genetic algorithms mimic natural process of preserving the best and still try to improve solutions at each step. This paper focuses on less amount of time taken by these algorithms for performing calculations and generating results as compared to conventional techniques. These can be implemented very efficiently at various levels to deliver quality education.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Technology is playing significant role in development and advancement of education. There is need to incorporate new techniques in various disciplines to raise the level of education and set new challenges for further betterment of society. Quality in Higher Education can be improved by use of GAs at various levels such as these can be applied for a) Selection of projects in research and development institutions [1], b) Optimization of online teaching resource management [2], Quality improvement in Higher Education through normalization of student feedback data [3] etc.

Conventional techniques such as deterministic algorithms take considerable amount of time to reach at optimal solution. GAs on the other hand can perform similar tasks in very less time because they work on randomness rather than evaluating each and every solution available. So, incorporation of these techniques can be done in various disciplines due to their ability of closeness to nature, adaptability, better computational powers and availability for wide range of problems and data.

II. GENETIC ALGORITHM

Genetic algorithms are search algorithms based on the mechanics of natural selection and natural genetics (David E Goldberg). These algorithms are useful in solving optimizations problems by emulating biological theories. Based on Darwin's theory of evolution, they work for survival of fittest. Genetic algorithms can automatically access the search space and adaptively adjust the search direction to improve solution. GAs work in specified cycle shown in following flow chart:

Fig. 1 Flowchart depicting working of GA

Population: Population consists of collection of possible solutions (referred as Chromosomes). Initial population is made up of randomly chosen Chromosomes from given search space. GA's work in improving average fitness of population from generation to generation, keeping in mind objective function of given problem [6].

Chromosome: Each individual element of any population is called Chromosome. Chromosome is any feasible solution available in search space represented in structured manner. Representation is problem dependent and can be done in many ways such as these can be encoded in form of Integer Strings, Real Strings, and Hybrid Strings etc.

Fitness Function: Keeping objective function in mind, fitness functions are designed in such a manner that strength of each Chromosome can be evaluated using these functions. So, fitness functions
provide a quantitative base to check position of current chromosome in given search space and to decide right direction towards optimal solution to make improvements at each and every step.

**Selection:** From given population of chromosomes (treated as mating pool), each candidate receives reproduction probability based upon fitness value of its own and fitness value of other chromosomes. This reproduction probability decides whether any chromosome will be selected as parent for mating or not. Any selection criteria can be used based upon problem given such as Roulette Wheel Selection, Rank Selection, Tournament Selection, Stochastic Selection etc.

**Crossover:** This genetic operator operates on every pair of parents selected based upon selection probability. Child Strings are generated from parent Strings by exchanging information among strings of mating pool. Single Point or Multi Point Crossover can be applied depending upon given problem. Same type of crossover should be used throughout the run to main consistency in approaching optimal solution. Single point crossover can be shown as:

![Crossover Example](Image)

**Mutation:** Each chromosome goes under mutation after performing crossover with very low mutation probability. Main objective of using mutation is to select neighboring point instead of current point in given search space. Sudden alteration is made in few genes of any chromosome under this operator.

**Elitism:** Preservation of best fit chromosomes in new generations by replacing newly found chromosomes with lesser fitness value is performed.

**Termination Criteria:** Termination Criteria could be predefined in form of number of generations to be produced or it could be left for later. In second case, when there is no improvement in overall average for few generations, then decision for termination is made.

### III. Computational Capabilities

This section of paper discusses computational capabilities of GAS and various areas where these algorithms can be applied. Main focus is on optimization of selection of various available services in Higher Education.[4,5] Information technology provides various services for improving quality of higher Education such as teleconferencing, audio-conferencing audio-video conferencing, online lectures etc. Selection among these services depend upon many factors like resources available, target audiences etc. This selection can be optimized in very short time by use of GAs because of better computational capabilities of these algorithms. Genetic algorithms do not guarantee optimal solution. These algorithms try to find optimal or near optimal solution, but this cannot be considered as disadvantage. These algorithms are still preferred because decision can be made in lesser time as compared to various conventional methods. Such as, In case of online job scheduling system if a batch of jobs can be completed in 100 milliseconds considering it as optimal solution and conventional deterministic algorithms take 5 milliseconds to make this decision. Then overall time taken to complete this process is 100+5=105 milliseconds. Now, if GA approach is used in place of these conventional methods for same set of jobs, these can make the decision say in 2 seconds. So, here in this case even near optimal solution < 103 can be considered beneficial as overall time taken to complete this process remain less than 105 milliseconds (as on case of conventional methods). Deterministic algorithms in most of the cases evaluate each and every feasible solution and decide optimal solution at the end. So, at least single pass is required through each point of available solution space while searching for optimal solution. On the other hand, GAs perform this task very intelligently as they look for direction towards optimal solution at each step.

There is no need to go through all possible solutions, GAS move from good to better ones. So, numbers of comparisons in case of GAS keep on decreasing as compared to other conventional methods with increase in problem size [7]. Hence time needed to solve given problems comparatively keep on decreasing with increase in problem size as compared to other conventional methods. This comparison can be shown in following graph:

![Comparison Graph](Image)
precision performance. The time performance using GA was better than using back-propagation as follows: [8]

IV. TABLE I
BACK-PROPAGATION VS. GENETIC ALGORITHMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hits</th>
<th>Back-propagation</th>
<th>Genetic Algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hits training data</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hits test data</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This shows diversity of problems where GA's can be useful in getting results in short time with desired accuracy

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The use of GAs is highly recommended for various disciplines because of their better performance for wide range of problems. [11][12][13] Incorporation of these algorithms can improve performance levels while looking for optimal solution in given solution space. Information Technology is already playing significant role in improving quality of education by providing alternative ways to deal with information. Use of GAs is another step in this direction to further optimize and improve the way information is handled. These algorithms can be used not only in optimized selection of various services used in Higher Education but also this can be done using GAs in very short time.
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